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Prognostics and health management for fuel cells in real-world applications are important

for optimization of lifetime and operation. A parameter that has been shown to indicate

the state of ageing is the low-frequency intercept with the real axis of the Nyquist diagram

in a fuel cell's impedance spectrum. This article presents a method for direct identification

of this parameter, without the need to carry out a full electrochemical impedance spec-

troscopy, and with an algorithm that can be realized within a typical fuel-cell control

system. The proposed method is based on relay excitation feedback, a proven solution

from controller tuning.

© 2019 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Hydrogen Energy Publications

LLC. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by/4.0/).
Introduction

Proton-exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells are today the

most popular type of fuel cells, and are employed in auto-

motive, stationary and portable applications. The focus of

much research in fuel cells in later years has been on reducing

production costs and increasing lifetime, to reduce the total

cost of ownership of fuel cells [1]. Durability, as the one of the

main shortcomings of this state-of-the-art, zero-emission

power technology, limits a faster commercialisation, and
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many studies are devoted to early detection of the degradation

symptoms and identification of the causes and degradation

mechanisms [2e5].

Nowadays, a popular laboratory technique for investiga-

tion of the degradation state of fuel cells is electrochemical

impedance spectroscopy (EIS) [6e11]. It is a well-established

diagnostic method in form of transfer function analysis,

which allows processes occurring with different time con-

stants to be identified and distinguished due to different loss

mechanisms by analysing the cause/effect relationship be-

tween a small sinusoidal perturbation of current or voltage
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applied to a system and its consequences. Furthermore,

impedance is monitored even in the control system of the

fuel-cell car Toyota Mirai [12]. There are also a few novel

transfer-function diagnostic techniques as EIS variations,

such as electro-thermal impedance spectroscopy (ETIS),

which uses the relationship between current perturbation

(load on the fuel cell) and the consequent temperature

change/heat generation, to map fuel cell operation [13], and

electrochemical pressure impedance spectroscopy (EPIS),

which uses the relationship between the sinusoidal pertur-

bation of reactant cathode pressure and cell voltage response

to determine low-frequency processes at lower capital cost

and gain deeper insight into the mass transfer effects asso-

ciated with a hydration imbalance as complementary infor-

mation to EIS [14]. However, EIS in general cannot be deployed

in commercial applications because of the size and cost of the

required equipment, the duration of the tests, and not least

the complexity of the results, which require highly trained

personnel to interpret and act upon.

Rezaei Niya et al. [15] performed a study connecting first-

principle models and EIS equivalent circuits, and for the

“low-frequency arc” they found that data published in litera-

ture was consistent with dependence on phenomena related

to humidification: in particular, the low-frequency arc first

shrinks with increasing current, but inflates again close to the

mass-transport barrier; it inflates in dry-out conditions, and it

“retracts” when the cathodic gas-diffusion layer (GDL) is

flooded (i.e. the intercept with the real axis in the EIS plot has a

significantly lower frequency).

Pivac et al. [16] presented an extended interpretation of

PEM fuel cell impedance spectra by introducing a resonant

circuit in the equivalent-circuit model associated with the

mass transport process (i.e. reactant gas diffusion in water/

ionomer in catalyst layer), as shown in Fig. 1, to calculate its

parameters under a variety of operating condition. As each

impedance spectrum consists mainly of a small high-

frequency (4 kHze0.6 kHz) capacitive loop, a medium-

frequency (600 Hze8 Hz) capacitive loop and a low-

frequency (8 Hze0.2 Hz) capacitive loop followed by an

inductive loop at the lowest frequencies (0.2 Hze0.01 Hz) [16],

their equivalent-circuit model was based on their previous

review of inductive phenomena in fuel cell impedance spectra

at low frequencies [17] to capture these inductive loops as

well. The low-frequency capacitive loop moves toward the
Fig. 1 e The extended equivalent circuit proposed by Pivac et al.
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real axis indicating a finite length of charge diffusion in the

fuel cell and it is related tomass transport/diffusion processes

[18], i.e. contribution of oxygen concentration gradient in the

cathode. Therefore, the mass transport impedance is

observed at lower frequencies because it takes time for the

reactants to move and penetrate farther into the catalyst

layers and gas diffusion layers at both electrodes, resulting in

a higher diffusion resistance value [18,19]. In their follow-up

paper [11], they performed repeated studies on how parame-

ters of this 11-element model changed during accelerated

stress tests.

They found that one of the parameters, the resistance in

the cathode resonant circuit (R4 in Fig. 1), was linearly

changing with degradation (i.e. voltage cycles of the acceler-

ated electrocatalyst degradation test), and was therefore a

good candidate prognostic variable, i.e. a variable from which

the degradation state of the cell can be easily assessed. The

cathode catalyst layer resistance (R4), representing resistance

to oxygen supply (i.e. diffusion of oxygen inside polymer in the

cathode catalyst layer) [16], increased with degradation

caused by Pt dissolution, which is associated with the diffu-

sion (i.e. permeation rate) decrease with degradation [11]. The

resistance in the resonant circuit, however, is in parallel with

an inductance, meaning that at steady state it is “shorted out”

and not measurable: any measure of this variable will require

some sort of dynamic operation. Recently, Ren et al. [20] have

applied the same equivalent circuit model (with the constant

phase element instead of the cathode double layer capaci-

tance to improve the fitting quality) as indicator of water

flooding at low frequencies.

While EIS would be the obvious candidate method in a

laboratory, it is not deployable in commercial applications.

Therefore, faster methods based on EIS approach [21e25],

coupled with algorithms that estimate/measure impedance

response at certain frequencies [26], are required for low-cost

on-line implementation of an efficient degradation diagnostic

tool within an embedded fuel cell control system. To amelio-

rate the shortcomings of EIS in commercial applications,

Jeppesen et al. [21] proposed a method based on current pulse

injection to estimate fundamental EIS parameters, but the

method admittedly neglected the lower-frequency arcs of the

spectrum and focused on the high and intermediate fre-

quencies. Furthermore, Brunetto et al. [22] proposed a multi-

sine approach, where the fuel cell under test is perturbed
[16], featuring two additional resonant circuits on the sides.
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with a signal composed of multiple sinusoids, hence econo-

mising the required measurement time, but this requires

additional measurement equipment and it is also limited in

the low frequency region, where fuel cell degradation is most

visible [11]. Debenjak et al. [26] developed a low-cost imped-

ance measurement system for measuring impedance only at

certain frequencies to separate the normal, flooded and dried

state of the fuel cell system, which is feasible for direct

installation in commercial systems. Debenjak et al. [24] pre-

sented also a novel EIS approach for fast measurement of the

PEM fuel cell impedance, which utilizes a Pseudo-Random

Binary Sequence (PRBS) as a perturbation signal for further

fuel cell diagnostic purposes, where the impedance is esti-

mated by using Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) with

Morlet mother wavelet at any frequency band of interest with

properly tuned CWT parameters. However, it has higher un-

certainty at low frequency region and requires a high

computational burden, thus reducing its applicability on low-

cost digital embedded devices. Manganiello et al. [23] over-

come this issue with the approach based again on the PRBS,

but with a simpler elaboration algorithm based on suitable

data filtering, Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and smoothing

techniques. However, their validation and applicability did

not include degradation issues. Recently, Aroge and Barendse

[27] developed the idea of a low-cost active load whichmay be

controlled by input voltage signals, helping to implement a

load modulation technique to replace expensive frequency

response analyser (FRA) for galvanostatic impedance mea-

surements as a portable alternative for online diagnostics.

Furthermore, they also proposed a novel technique for rapid

online impedance estimation with the time-frequency anal-

ysis of the frequency-rich logarithmic chirp signal using the

CWT as an analysis tool of choice implemented with an active

load [25].

Two consecutive EU projects, D-CODE and HEALTH-CODE

(respective IDs 256673 and 671486), focused on the possibil-

ity of integrating EIS sampling into the DC/DC converter

connected to the fuel cells, along with other online di-

agnostics; see for example the work of Petrone [28] (D-CODE)

and Russo et al. [29] (HEALTH-CODE) for an overview of their

results.1

This article will present a simple, cheap, fast, self-

correcting algorithm, so-called electrochemical low-

frequency impedance spectroscopy (ELFIS), to estimate this

prognostic variable with minimum disruption to the under-

lying process. The key idea is to establish a small current

perturbation at a specific frequency, at which the resistance in

the resonant circuit (R4 in Fig. 1) can be measured by the ratio

of the perturbed voltage and current measurements; a chal-

lenge is that this frequency is initially unknown and must be

identified. This problem is analogous to finding the ultimate

(or critical) frequency in a control loop for the purpose of

controller tuning; a classical method for this related problem

is the so-called relay excitation feedback [30].
1 Note that HEALTH-CODE has not yet concluded at the time of
writing, and some of their results may not yet be published
pending IP protection measures.
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Methods

Fuel-cell model

The fuel cell will be modelled as an impedance composed of

the items laid out in Fig. 1, with the values of resistances, in-

ductances and capacitances given in Table 1; these values are

the ones given in Pivac et al. [16] at nominal conditions: 0.3 A/

cm2, 65 �C, cathodic inlet humidity 100%, cathodic stoichio-

metric ratio 4, operating backpressure 0:5 barg.

When EIS-sampling a fuel cell, current is perturbed by

adding a sinusoidal signal of given amplitude and frequency,

and the corresponding voltage amplitude and phase shift are

recorded; the absolute value of current and voltage is not

important here, but rather the deviation from the steady state.

That is why the model in Fig. 1 does not need to include a

voltage generator, whose effect would have been removed in

this analysis.

The amplitude ratio between voltage output and current

input, together with their phase difference at each sampled

frequency, is expressed by an impedance that varies with

frequency; this can also be interpreted as a transfer function

between current and voltage in the context of control theory.

Some such measured spectra are presented in Fig. 2. The

electrical equivalent model in Fig. 1 is fitted to EIS data: some

obvious points are easily identified, such as the resistance at

high frequency ðR0Þ and at steady state ðR2 þ R0 þ R3Þ.
Pivac et al. [11] noted that the value of resistance at the

rightmost intersection with the real axis in Fig. 2 is the best

candidate as an indicator of performance degradation in fuel

cells, and termed it low-frequency resistance or LFR. The LFR is

characterised in the EIS spectrum by having zero phase, i.e.:

ZðfLFRÞ ¼ 0. The LFR is then found as the impedance magni-

tude at that frequency, i.e. RLFR ¼ ��ZðfLFRÞ��.
Classical relay feedback

In process control, a relay is a simple element that essentially

implements the signum function:

u ¼ RðeÞ ¼ sgnðeÞ ¼
�þ1 if e>0
�1 otherwise

(1)

The relay function RðeÞ is thereby a single-input, single-

output, stateless function that is trivial to implement in soft-

ware. Different amplitudes of the relay are easily imple-

mented by multiplying RðeÞ by the desired relay output

amplitude d.

Relays have long been applied extensively in control

practice, as they can be used to safely and automatically
Table 1 e Parameters of the fuel cell equivalent model in
Fig. 1.

Element Unit 0 1 2 3 4

R mU:cm2 96.4 24.4 82.7 158.8 56.2

C mF=cm2 0 9.0 17.2 35.1 1062.8

L mH:cm2 ∞ 34.8 ∞ ∞ 573.2
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Fig. 2 e Impedance spectra for a fuel cell at 0.3, 0.6 and 1:2 A=cm2, taken at Beginning of Life (BoL) and after 5000 cycles of

accelerated stress testing (reprinted from Pivac et al. [11]).
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measure important process parameters for controller design,

i.e. the ultimate gain mu and the ultimate frequency fu [x2.6 [30]].

Consider the diagram in Fig. 3, where GðsÞ is a stable,

positive-gain transfer function (s is the Laplace variable), and

a relay has been placed immediately upstream the system

represented by GðsÞ. As customary in process-control dia-

grams, all variables are assumed to be normalised so that at

steady state their value is zero; reference r is assumed to

remain identically zero during a relay feedback. A feedback

loop is established, so that the relay input is e ¼ � y.

Any small disturbance ormeasurement noise in ywill then

start an oscillation cycle, as a positive y will immediately

produce a negative u, which will eventually result in a nega-

tive y, depending on the internal dynamics of system GðsÞ; the
cycle will then be repeated indefinitely with a continual

inversion of the relay sign.

As explained by �Astr€om and H€agglund [30], these oscilla-

tions will eventually converge to a relay switching frequency

equal to the system's ultimate frequency fu, which is the fre-

quency at which the system's input and output are in opposite

phase, i.e. :Gðj 2 p fuÞ ¼ �180+ (where we replaced the Lap-

lace variable s with j 2 p f to obtain the frequency response).

The ultimate gain mu of GðsÞ is defined as the gain in a P

controller when the feedback system is brought to the its

stability limit, that is when mu GðsÞ ¼ �1 (or mu jGðsÞj ¼ 1). Here,

the relay replaces the P controller. The effective gain of the

relay is found as the ratio of the system's output and input

signals at the ultimate frequency. However, since the system's
input is a square wave produced by the relay, it can be

decomposed into a sum of sinusoids with different fre-

quencies (according to Fourier series analysis), and the

component corresponding to fu does not have the same

amplitude d of the square wave. The gain of GðsÞ at the ulti-

mate frequency can then be shown to be [30]:
Fig. 3 e Flow diagram of a classical relay feedback loop.
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jG�j 2 p fu
��� ¼ 1

mu

¼ p a
4 d

(2)

Where a is the amplitude of the input signal to the relay,

which is fed back from the output of GðsÞ. Due to the low-pass

characteristics of most processes GðsÞ, the higher-order

Fourier terms produced by the relay will be dampened in the

system's output, and can usually be neglected when

measuring a; if it were not the case, a Fourier decomposition

can be run on the output of GðsÞ to find the amplitude a of the

first harmonic sinusoidal.

Adaption of relay feedback to fuel cells

A naı̈ve adaptation of the relay feedback on a fuel cell

described by an equivalent circuit such as that pictured in

Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 4, where the fuel cell is represented by

transfer function ZðsÞ, which is the composition of re-

sistances, capacitances and inductances of Fig. 1. The input

and output variables are dI and dV, which are the deviations of

cell current I and voltage V from the steady-state value where

the cell is assumed to be at the beginning of the test. Note that

the output of ZðsÞ is actually � dV, since an increase in current

yields a reduction in voltage; this makes the input to the relay

equal to dV after passing through the negative feedback.

The relay feedback in Fig. 4, however, does not converge to

a specific frequency: it will instead switch back and forth

continuously at every evaluation of the relay input, since any

positive dIwill immediately yield a negative dV, in turn setting

a negative dI and so forth. This rapid switching is ultimately

due to the fact that ZðsÞ does not have a low-pass characteristic

(as it was assumed in the previous section), indeed

limf/∞Zðj 2 p fÞ ¼ R0.
Fig. 4 e The relay feedback applied on a fuel cell.
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Furthermore, there is no ultimate frequency such that

:Zðj 2 p fuÞ ¼ � 180+: as shown in Fig. 2, the impedance

spectrum is wholly in the right-hand side of the complex

plane, and never intersects the negative real axis. Indeed, our

objective is make the relay converge to the LFR's characteristic
frequency, for which we have :Zðj 2 p fLFRÞ ¼ 0+.

In order to filter high-frequency components andmake the

relay converge to fLFR, we insert two integrators in the relay

feedback loop, as shown in Fig. 5, such that GðsÞ is replaced by

ZðsÞ=s2 when comparing to Fig. 3.

The Laplace transform of an integrator is 1=s, meaning that

integrators:

� dampen signals proportionally to their frequency;

� add to the signal a phase lag of 90� at all frequencies.

Thereby, two integrators in series strongly dampen high-

frequency components, and invert the phase �180� of the

input signal at all frequencies, including that of LFR:

:Zðj 2 p fÞ ¼ 0
�
0:

Zðj 2 p fÞ
ðj 2 p fÞ2

¼ �180
�

(3)

With such a modification, the relay feedback in Fig. 5 will

then converge to a limit cycle at fLFR, since by definition of LFR

:Zðj 2 p fLFRÞ ¼ 0+. The low-frequency resistance can be found

based on equation (2) when f ¼ fLFR:

RLF ¼
����Zðj2pfÞ

���� ¼ 4 d
p a

ð2pfÞ2 (4)

A more direct method is to measure the deviations in the

current and voltage signals, but when the signals are clearly

non-linear, the first harmonics give a more correct answer.

Furthermore, integrators haveminimal computational and

memory requirements when implemented in software, as

they need to store one single value and perform one sum per

evaluation cycle.

The amplitude of the relay output is a design parameter: it

should be reasonably small to minimize disruption to opera-

tion and nonlinear effects, but large enough to discriminate

changes in voltage from measurement noise.

Actuator dynamics
In a real system, the dynamics of the DC/DC converter setting

the cell current may be limited, or there may be specific lim-

itations on the rate of change of current to protect the fuel cell.

Such a rate limitation may be approximated with a lag with

time constant t, whose Laplace transform is 1=ðt sþ 1Þ. If t is

known, it is possible to compensate for its effect by inverting it
Fig. 5 e Relay feedback modified with double integrator in

the loop.
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and combining it with the integrators: the corrective term on

the feedback loop then becomes:

t sþ 1
s2

(5)

Which is realisable, since the denominator has higher poly-

nomial order than the numerator. Note that this inversion

requires that the actuator dynamics is a minimum-phase

transfer function, i.e. without inverse response nor time delays,

and at most a second-order lag.

In particular, time delays in the actuator may be a concern,

and may induce a certain deviation in the limit-cycle fre-

quency and in the estimation of the LFR. The phase contri-

bution of a time delay td is simply � td 2 p f , but the frequency

is generally unknown at the start of the experiment. A simple

solution is to use the best estimate for the design of a lead

filter that can compensate with a corresponding positive

phase at that frequency.

Compensation of voltage bias
When implementing relay feedback on a fuel cell, a source of

uncertainty is the possibility of voltage drift: the steady-state

value of voltage measured at the start of the test, which is

necessary to define dV, may change gradually over time due to

changes in humidity, temperature, catalyst poisoning etc.

Since a criterion for low operational disruption is that oscil-

lations should be small, even a small voltage drift may lead to

asymmetric oscillation and reduce the accuracy of the esti-

mation results: it is therefore necessary to estimate and

monitor this voltage bias. In addition to this, random voltage

measurement noise will also be present, so the estimation

algorithm will need to be robust. We present in this section a

gradient method as described by Ioannou and Sun [31], x4.3.5.
Assuming we are not too far from the LFR frequency, we

have ZzRLF and the following model is then valid:

�dVm ¼ RLF dIþ Vbias (6)

Where dVm is the modelled voltage deviation, RLF is the esti-

mated low-frequency resistance and Vbias is the estimated

voltage bias.

The model error ε is the deviation between measured and

modelled voltage:

ε ¼ dV � dVm ¼ dV þ ½RLF Vbias �
�
dI
1

�
¼ dV þ qT f (7)

where q is the parameter vector and the equation has been

converted to matrix form. An appropriate cost function to

minimise and find the best parameter estimate is:

JðqÞ ¼ ε
2

2
¼

�
dV þ qT f

�2
2

(8)

The gradient of this cost function in parameter space is:

Vq J ¼ ε Vq ε ¼ ε f (9)

Theminimizing trajectory in parameter space is then given

by the opposite of the gradient multiplied by an adaptive gain

matrix G:

_q ¼ �G Vq J ¼ �G ε f (10)
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G is symmetric and positive definite, and we can choose it for

simplicity to be diagonal:

G ¼
�
gR 0
0 gV

�
(11)

Inserting the definition of G into vector equation (10), the

following two equations result:

_RLF ¼ �gRðdV þ RLF dIþ VbiasÞ
zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{ε

dI (12)

_Vbias ¼ �gV ðdV þ RLF dIþ VbiasÞ (13)

These two equations can be calculated online to track the

parameters. Tuning gR and gV is a separate control engineer-

ing task: they can be chosen from a wide range, with larger

values improving convergence but reducing stability.

The gradient algorithm can be easily implemented as a

block diagram as depicted in Fig. 6, requiring nothing more

than sums, multiplications, and memory storage of the two

integrator states.

The bias estimate will be subtracted from the measured dV

before this is fed back to the relay, so the tuning parameters

must be adjusted with some care to avoid inducing in-

stabilities. Supplying a reasonable estimate for the LFR as an

initial value will give a faster start-up.

Estimation of LFR
The purpose of this gradient algorithm developed in section

Compensation of voltage bias was to estimate the voltage bias

and use it online to ensure a symmetric relay limit cycle;

however, this method also outputs a direct online estimate of

the LFR.

Due to the continuous cycling, there will be some noise in

this online LFR estimate. To obtain a reliable estimate com-

pletewith standard deviation, it is advisable to apply the least-

squaresmethod on a number of full relay cycles once the limit

cycle has been reached; this calculation can be performed

offline after the test has been completed.

The LFR frequency, fLFR, has been identified by Rezaei Niya

et al. [15] as a relevantmeasurement to diagnose GDL flooding:

in such a condition, fLFR would be significantly lower than

expected. This frequency can be readily calculated by

measuring the duration of an appropriate number of relay

cycles once the limit cycle has been reached, and taking the

average and standard deviation of their inverse.

The fuel cell impedance profile, including the LFR, depends

strongly on operating conditions. To provide comparable re-

sults, relay feedback must be carried out at the same
Fig. 6 e Implementation of the gradient algorithm for

parameter estimation.
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conditions of current, temperature, humidity, excess ratio etc.

While methods to compensate for the effect of different

operating conditions on the LFR may be developed, they are

beyond the scope of this article.
Results and discussion

A simulation model is implemented in Simulink™ according

to the model shown in Fig. 7, and the calculations are per-

formed in Matlab™. The impedance model of the fuel cell is

implemented from the fitted electrical equivalent model in

Fig. 1 with the parameters shown in Table 1.

The Nyquist diagram for the impedance model of a

single cell is shown in Fig. 8; as this is drawn, as

customary, with a reversed imaginary axis, a point below

the real axis actually represents a positive phase. The plot

starts at steady-state (marked with +) around 6:8 mU,

bends downwards (i.e. towards positive phase), hits the

real axis again at the point of interest, which is the low

frequency intercept at 8:3 mU (marked with green �). The

curve is completed up to infinite frequency at the high

frequency intercept (marked with magenta �). The excita-

tion experiments are around the low frequency intercept at

2:2 rad=s ¼ 0:35 Hz. The identified point from the simula-

tion (red ⋄) fits quite well to the real value; note that this

resistance estimate is calculated by a least-square fit on

the reasonably steady oscillating periods in the last half of

the experiment. This will be typically an off-line procedure

that may be applied if the data are logged and stored, e.g

with 10 ms sample time. For a real-time implementation,

the bias and resistance estimator offer an alternative

recursive algorithm that is easy to implemented and does

not require access to logged data.

In Fig. 9 the Bode diagram for ZðsÞ=s2 is shown. The phase

has the same shape as for ZðsÞ, but is shifted down by � 180+.

The gain margin ðGmÞ is 55:3 dB ¼ 582 at the critical frequency

u180. The Bode diagram has exactly the same phase behaviour

around �180+ as in the Nyquist diagram around zero in Fig. 8.

The gain (logarithmic dB units) and phase is plotted as a

function of angular frequency (logarithmic). The gain margin

represents the ultimate gain for ZðsÞ=s2, so from this the low

frequency resistance can alternatively be calculated as RLF ¼
u2
180=Gm ¼ 2:22=582 ¼ 8:3 mU. An interesting property around

the zero phase frequency of ZðsÞ (the �180+ of ZðsÞ=s2) is that

the phase has close to linear relation with the logarithmic

angular frequency. This may be exploited for final adjust-

ments of the estimated properties of the low frequency

intercept if the resulting phase during an experiment is found

to be close to, but not exactly zero.

Fig. 10 shows the result of a 60 s simulation. In the bottom

plot, the modelled voltage (equation (7)) from the bias esti-

mator (red) fits themeasured voltage (blue) quite well after the

convergence of the estimated resistance during the first few

cycles.

The resulting estimates for the resistance RLF and voltage

bias Vbias are shown in Fig. 11. The estimator of Fig. 6 is

implemented in Simulink and connected to the relay excita-

tion feedback loop as illustrated in Fig. 7. Observe the small

variation due to the noise and the cycling. For a more precise
uency impedance spectroscopy algorithm for diagnostics of PEM
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Fig. 7 e The full model as implemented in Simulink. The ðt sþ 1Þ elements represent actuator dynamics and their

compensation (section Actuator dynamics), whereas the Bias estimator block is the subdiagram of Fig. 6.

Fig. 8 e Nyquist diagram for the impedance model of the

fuel cell.

Fig. 9 e Bode diagram with gain and phase margins for

ZðsÞ=s2.

Fig. 10 e Top: relay input (� 1000) (red) and output (blue

square wave). Middle: current. Bottom: measured and

estimated voltage (almost overlaid). (For interpretation of

the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is

referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 11 e Online estimates for resistance (top), voltage bias

(middle),andestimationerror (bottom)whichisthedifference

between estimated cell voltage andmeasured voltage.
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estimate, the offline least-squares solution may be used, or

simply a low-pass filter may be applied to the last, reasonably

steady part of the LFR estimator signal. The estimation error ε

being close to white noise plus the cyclic excitation indicates
Please cite this article as: Halvorsen IJ et al., Electrochemical low-freq
fuel cell degradation, International Journal of Hydrogen Energy, http
reasonable convergence of the estimates. The estimated LFR

cycles between 8.2 mU to 8.6 mU, which is close to the known

value of 8:3 mU.
uency impedance spectroscopy algorithm for diagnostics of PEM
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Fig. 12 e Open-loop voltage response for one A step in

current through ZðsÞ.
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Fig. 12 shows the voltage response for a (negative) unit step

in current. A very interesting observation is that the overshoot

peak is almost exactly equal to RLF dI (the higher dotted line):

this may actually be used directly as an estimator of the LFR,

assuming a sufficiently fast and noise-free sampling of voltage

is available (at least 10 Hz in this example). Note also the

rather slow decay towards steady state (the lower dotted line):

the settling time is in fact longer than 5 min, which implies

that during the relay feedback, with oscillations with periods

of around 3 s, steady state is far from being reached. It will not

be so easy to determine the peak accurately on a realistically

noisy voltage measurement, so using a single step and mea-

sure the peak is not directly applicable in practice.

Practical implications

In practice, the relay feedback algorithm will start by itself

when the loop is closed, just triggered by noise. In the simu-

lations, where an ideal relay is used, a short step in current in

the beginning kicks the feedback loop into its cycling opera-

tion; the initial values of both integrators are set to zero.

Presence of measurement noise may lead to some rapid high

frequency zero crossings of the feedback signal and lead to

corresponding fast relay switching, as visible at early times in

Fig. 10. This can be avoided in practical operation by a simple

hysteresis function, or limiting the shortest switching time in

the relay logic.

Results show that the proposed method is fast, robust,

precise and accurate. However, it is vital that the fuel cell

control system has a sufficiently fast sampling rate, e.g.

10 mse20 ms, and that the load can be controlled by the DC/

DC promptly upon demand during the experiment. The

schedule of such experiments during normal fuel cell opera-

tion must be assessed for each application type: e.g., in the

GIANTLEAP project [32], the fuel cell system acts as a charger to

an electrical bus battery, and it is easy to execute this kind of

function anytime when the bus battery charge status is

somewhere between 30% and 70%.
Please cite this article as: Halvorsen IJ et al., Electrochemical low-freq
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Ideally, the algorithm should be run at the same set of fuel

cell operating conditions every time, but this is probably not

achievable in practical operation. This calls for correlations of

the fuel cell impedance model and operating conditions like

current, temperature, pressure and other relevant parame-

ters. When the estimated data is meant to be used for prog-

nostics and healthmonitoring, it is important that the fuel cell

system operating state is stored along with the estimator re-

sults, such that a suitable normalization can be applied.

The necessary perturbations are rather small, so that such

experiments should not lead to any additional degradation of

the fuel cells.

The estimation algorithm may be tweaked by adjusting its

parametersG. It is further recommended to filter both the

current and voltage measurements with identical low-pass

filters for removal of noise and high-frequency components

of the signals fed to the estimator.

Alternative approaches

The proposed relay-feedback method is fast and robust, but

there are other possible identification approaches.

An approach not requiring online feedback is to apply

perturbations at a set of frequencies around the expected one;

for each frequency, phase andmagnitude can be calculated by

means of Fourier analysis of the time series. It is then possible

to estimate fu by interpolation; mu can either be found by

another interpolation on the available data, or by an addi-

tional experiment at the now known fu.

A method that is related to the relay feedback is the phase-

locked loop (PLL) [33], which may overcome issues with time

lags. The PLL consists of algorithms for a phase detector, a

frequency-controlled oscillator and a control function for

adjusting the frequency to obtain the desired phase. The bias

compensation can be applied for this methods as well.

Experiments should be as short as possible to reduce the

impact of slow parameter drift (temperature, humidity, etc.)

and tominimise the disruption to system operation. The relay

excitation method, by virtue of its simplicity, is faster than

separate frequency interpolation and PLL.
Conclusion

A simple algorithm based on relay feedback has been pro-

posed to measure the low-frequency intercept of the EIS

spectrumof fuel cells; the proposedmethod has been tested in

simulations, indicating the ability to converge to a solution

within 10 s and in spite of both bias and random noise in the

voltage measurement. The parameters estimated by the

method, i.e. the LFR and its associated frequency, are only

observable in dynamic or transient operation, and it is

necessary to induce sufficient perturbations to identify these

parameters; this kind of characterization is normally per-

formed in laboratories, e.g. with a full EIS.

However, when the fuel cell is a part of a deployed power

production system, the use of laboratory methods like EIS is

normally not available: the contribution from this paper is a

method for dynamic parameter characterization that can be

included in real-world fuel cell applications to improve the
uency impedance spectroscopy algorithm for diagnostics of PEM
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information about state of health and ageing of fuel cells. The

algorithm requires only simple operations (comparison, sum,

multiplication) and storage of just four floating-point numbers

(two in the relay feedback's integrators, and two in the esti-

mator subsystem): it is therefore appropriate for online

implementation in a commercial system for continuous

monitoring of the state of health of fuel cells.

The main uncertainty of this method is related to the

actuating characteristics of the load current control, so it is

expected that some adaptions may be required based on re-

sults from realistic experiments. Testing on single cells and

stacks are in progress within the GIANTLEAP project, and the

algorithm is planned to be included in the GIANTLEAP prototype.
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Notation

a Oscillation amplitude, [V]

C Areal capacitance, ½F=cm2�
d Relay amplitude, ½A=cm2�
f Frequency, [Hz]

I Current density, ½A=cm2�
j Imaginary unit ðj ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�1

p Þ
J Cost function, ½V2�
L Areal inductance,



H cm2

�
R Areal resistance,



U cm2

�
s Laplace variable, [rad/s]

V Voltage, [V]

Z Areal impedance,


U cm2

�
gR LFR adaptive gain, ½A�2�
gV Bias adaptive gain, [�]

m Process gain, ½U�
t Time constant, [s]

ε Model error, [V]

q Parameter vector

f Model structure vector

u Angular velocity (U ¼ 2 p f ), [rad/s]

�+ Time derivative, ½s�1�
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